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Abstract 
In the early 2000s, the phenomenon of globalization of economies led to much reconsideration in the Romanian accounting. 
At that time, the economic, domestic and international context, characterized by extraordinary dynamics of international 
capital flows, required greater concern for the quality and credibility of accounting information improvement. As a natural 
consequence and, equally, an imperative measure, due to changes in the economic environment, the accounting profession 
has seen new values in Romania since 1999, when the financial audit was defined for the first time, and the financial 
auditors profession has been formally recognized. From that moment until today, we witnessed the market consolidation of 
the financial audit in Romania: only during 2001-2005, the number of economic entities required to be audited increased 
from 197 to 2402. The main objective of this paper is to highlight the main development directions of the financial audit in 
Romania from its early attempts to today, as well as its future perspectives.  
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1. Introduction 
Emergence and development of financial audit were largely conditioned by accounting developments and 
changes in the economic environment. Audit and accounting belong to the category of the most ancient 
professions, arising from practical requirements, since antiquity. As shown by NeamĠu et al., 2012, the Zenon 
papyri demonstrate that the audits were conducted, in an incipient form, on the Egyptian properties of the 
Greek leader Ptolemy II Philadelphus since 2500 years ago. 
The financial audit evolution, from its origin to the present days has been a gradual one. From the work of 
Danescu, 2007, we find out that, initially, the main objective of audit was to prevent and detect fraudulent acts 
of persons administering public money (quaestors). In order to achieve this objective, the auditors worked in 
teams, coordinated by the treasurer, their work being finalized in a report to the Senat. Stoian and ܉urlea, 2001, 
shows that, by the 18th century, there was a rudimentary form of financial audit, its aim being the prevention 
and detection of fraud, along with the punishment of perpetrators. The audit was requested by kings, emperors, 
church and state, while auditors were priests or accountants, well known for their moral qualities.  
We find out from Dobro܊eanu and Dobro܊eanu (2002) that until the XVIth century, that the audit practices 
mainly aimed at checking the sincerity of persons with financial responsibilities. The audit wasn’t based on the 
internal control and didn’t aim to verify the accounting of financial transactions or economic-financial events. 
Starting the XVIIIth century, the financial auditors were appointed among the best accountants and audits were 
required by state, shareholders or banks, in order to identify optimal solutions for the integrity of assets. We 
must mention that, until the industrial revolution, the audit was not recognized as a profession. In England, the 
industrial revolution led to the boost of economic life and, therefore, at that time, there was the need to protect 
the informational interests of investors. As a natural consequence, as shown by NeamĠu et al., 2012, in the UK, 
the Companies Act introduces the audit obligation in 1844. In 1880, five professional organizations merged, 
setting the basis for the Institute of Chartered Accountants in England who gathered more than 1,000 members 
until 1881.          
In the XIXth century, the financial auditors were recognized professionals, the audits being required by state, 
banks and shareholders, with the objective of avoiding fraud and error, confirming that there is compliance 
with accounting rules, and presenting the findings in the audit report. In the first part of the nineteenth century 
in Britain, with the advent of the first financial audit offices, controllers or revisers received the title of 
auditors. In the first part of the XIXth century, in Britain, once the first financial audit practices appeared, 
controllers or revisers received the title of auditors. At that time, the audit practices mission mainly consists in 
asset management of an entity in bankruptcy. The financial audit profession acquired new meanings in 1933, 
when the New York Stock Exchange imposed the major companies to submit financial statements certified by 
an independent accountant and enclose their audit report. In other words, at that time, the audit report became a 
compulsory element of financial statements for listed companies. As shown by Morariu and Turlea, 2008, in 
the XXth century, the development of financial audit was mainly due to the need to mitigate the conflict of 
interest between producers and users of accounting information: investors, business partners, financial 
institutions, state, employees or public. The financial audit objectives also acquired new meanings in that 
period. If, by the end of XIXth century, the emphasis was mainly on checking the balance sheet, in the early 
years of XXth century, the auditor began to verify also the physical existence of the assets declared by the 
economic entity. We need to point out that American scholars were the first to initiate the process of unifying 
and standardizing audit practices. As shown by DobroĠeanu and DobroĠeanu, 2002, since 1917, the American 
Institute of Professional Accountants issued a professional guidance which stated what an audit needs to cover. 
This guide was sufficiently complex and was not limited to the present scope of the audit and its procedures to 
be implemented, its content also referring to specific examination procedures and standardized models of 
balance sheet and profit and loss account, the latter being the only accounting synthesis documents drawn up at 
the time. Since the '30s, as the business developed, the certification of the financial statements of economic 
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entities became the main objective of audit, while preventing and detecting fraud, which gave rise to audit, 
gradually evolved into a secondary objective of the mission. 
Nowadays, as shown by Morariu and Turlea, 2008, the main objective of auditors is to restore the reasonable 
confidence between producers and users of accounting information. Basically, the auditors help protect the 
interests of the various types of recipients of accounting information in the economic decision-making process. 
Finally, the auditors have a key role in national and international protection against fraud. 
In Romania, contrary to the realities of other countries, the definition of audit activity and accountancy 
profession recognition occurred later, in 1999, when the Romanian Government issued GO no. 75/1999 on the 
financial audit. In Romania, the professional body that brings together all auditors is the Chamber of Financial 
Auditors of Romania (CAFR), which was founded in 2000 by GD no. 91/2000. As pointed out by Dănescu, 
2007, in Romania, financial audit is: 
• recognized as a separate part within the accounting profession; 
• a result of international trends and regulations imposed by the country's integration into the European Union; 
• an express requirement of the World Bank, based on the increase in the credibility and attractiveness of the 
business environment and, thus, stimulating foreign and domestic investments.  
2. Research methodology 
The main objective of this study is to provide a fresco of the financial audit development directions in 
Romania, from the time of recognition as a distinct profession in 1999 until today. For achieving this goal, in 
the first part of our study, we conducted a fundamental study of normative type, from which we identified the 
key changes in the financial audit area that have occurred in the Romanian law. In the second part of the paper, 
we analyzed the dynamics of financial audit market in Romania by consulting annual reports issued by 
representatives of the Chamber of Financial Auditors of Romania (CAFR). CAFR annual activity reports are 
published at www.cafr.ro. Through this study, we will answer to the following questions: 
• When was the financial audit first defined in Romania? 
• Which were the main regulations that consolidated the financial audit in Romania? 
• Which were the financial audit main evolution directions in Romania? 
• When was the statutory audit first defined in Romania and which are the economic entities required to audit 
the financial statements? 
• Which was the financial audit market dynamic in Romania, from the moment of profession recognition until 
today? 
3. The emergence and development of financial audit in Romania 
Broadly, the audit is known as all the activities of certification, examination or accounting revision, which 
doesn’t mean though that in Romania, until 1999, before the definition and implementation of financial audit in 
the economic reality, there were no procedures to verify and control the accuracy and reality of information 
produced by accounting.  On the contrary, it is well known that in Romania, until 1989, as long as the 
centralized economic model, specific to the communist regime, functioned, special attention was paid to the 
financial control measures for verifying how the companies were managing resources of the state, as the sole 
owner. In the '90s, once Romania started the transition to a market economy, it become necessary to rethink the 
concept of financial control, as shown by Boulescu and Joel, 1997: "control is, at micro and macro level, an 
effective and necessary feature to the management, harmonizing individual interests with those of the 
community and society in a whole". The same reference work emphasizes that "financial control protects the 
interests revolving around the company, providing a comprehensive vision of them. It also constitutes a 
security and autonomy factor for the society, it appears as a regulating instrument for the economic activity, as 
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well as a guide for those who make decisions at any level and, in the same time, it helps to penalize inefficient 
and incompetent businesses, as well as to reward the competitive ones”. In other words, in Romania, through 
financial control actions a better management of material, financial and human resources, profits maximization, 
continuous monitoring of how to run the activity of economic entities and, not least, identification of 
shortcomings, debugging and forecasting economic activity in the future, were aimed. 
In the late 90s, from the need to enhance the credibility of accounting information published in the financial 
statements and by recourse to international practice, the concept of audit was implemented in the Romanian 
regulations. We must point out that, in Romania, until 1999, the chartered accountant, through the censors 
institution, was responsible of expressing independent opinions as to whether the financial statements give a 
fair, clear and full view of the patrimony and the outcome of the economic entity.  
In 1999, as shown by Dănescu, 2007, the Romanian Government has requested a structural adjustment loan 
to the World Bank, which was supposed to be accompanied by a commitment from our country for fast 
implementation of internationally recognized accounting and audit standards. As a direct consequence of this 
engagement with the World Bank, in Romania, financial audit was defined in 1999, in GEO no. 75/1999 on 
financial audit, as follows: the financial audit is the activity of examination for the auditors to express an 
opinion on the financial statements in accordance with the audit standards, harmonized with the international 
audit standards, and adopted by the Chamber of Financial Auditors. After adopting GEO no. 75/1999, the legal 
framework of the financial audit has been updated by a number of laws. We must mention that initially the first 
definition of the financial audit, the concepts of internal audit and statutory audit were not included in the 
Romanian legislation. 
Subsequently, the internal audit activities were implemented in Romania, being differently regulated for 
public entities and for those activating in the private sector. In the public sector, the legal framework for the 
organization and practice of internal audit is Law no. 672/2002 on public internal audit and O.G. no. 37/2004 
amending and supplementing regulations on internal audit. The internal audit of entities from the private sector 
is regulated by Law no. 133/2002 for the approval of O.U.G. No. 75/1999, republished, on the financial audit 
activity. 
From 1999 to today, the legal framework that ensures the financial audit activities in Romania has an 
extraordinary dynamic, being frequently subject to reconsideration. By Law no. 26/2010 amending and 
supplementing GEO no. 75/1999, the definition of financial audit has been reformulated and supplemented as 
follows: the financial audit is the activity performed by financial auditors for expressing an opinion on the 
financial statements or some of their components, other assurance and professional services, according to the 
international audit standards and other regulations adopted by the Chamber of Financial Auditors of Romania 
(CAFR). The financial audit also includes the statutory audit, which is conducted according to the law. 
In the European legislation, by the VIIIth Directive, later replaced by Directive 2006/43/EC, only one type of 
audit is recognized - the statutory audit (legal audit) usually provided by the Companies Act and the 
constitutive acts of entities economic. In Romania, the concept of statutory audit was introduced by GEO No. 
90/2008 on statutory audits of annual financial statements and consolidated financial statements. The statutory 
audit is the audit of the annual financial statements and the consolidated annual financial statements as required 
by the Community legislation, transposed into the national regulations. 
We must mention that, in Romania, not all the economic entities are required to audit the financial 
statements and, therefore, to implement the statutory audit. In Romania, according to the Accounting Law no. 
82/1991, republished, the annual financial statements of public interest entities are audited. Moreover, OMPF 
no. 3055/2009, Accounting regulations compliant with the European Directives imposes the audit of the annual 
financial statements drafted by economic entities that, at the balance sheet date, exceed the limits of two of the 
three size criteria on: total assets - 3,650,000 euros; net turnover - 7,300,000 euros and average number of 
employees during the financial year - 50. 
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As required by Romanian law, an individual becomes financial auditor if the following conditions are 
simultaneously met: 
• he graduated an economic university, with a minimum of 4 years experience in the financial – accounting 
activity  or  has the quality of expert accountant / authorized accountant with economic university studies; 
• he graduated the knowledge test in the financial – accounting field, for access to practical training;  
• he met, during the practical training, the requirements of the Code of Ethics for Professional Accountants; 
• he performed a 3 years practical training in the financial audit activity 
• he graduated the professional competencies exam, held at the end of the practical training. 
The accession process to the European Union, finalized in 2007, provided to the Romanian Government a 
conceptual framework for the reform of the accounting, the financial auditing and the financial reporting, 
represented by the community acquis. In April 2004, the Accounting Advisory Board, which operated under 
the Ministry of Finance, with the World Bank’s assistance, started to develop the Country Action Plan with the 
strategic goal - The fulfillment, prior to 2007, of the major accounting and auditing obligations, arising from 
the community acquis. In 2004, by GD no. 2170/2004, the Romanian Government approved the National 
strategy for implementing the Country Action Plan, in order to improve the Romanian financial reporting. The 
increase in the quality of financial reporting process is conditioned in a great extent by the quality of financial 
audit. Moreover, increasing the quality of financial reporting is considered one of the key components of 
sustainable economic development in Romania. Quality of financial reporting, which directly involves 
accounting and auditing standards, as a legal and institutional framework for the implementation of these 
standards, is an end in itself. The ultimate goal is to bring value to the financial reporting system to support the 
financial stability and growth in the private sector. As a part of the reform process, in 2003 and later, the World 
Bank experts made an assessment of the existing Romanian regulations and practices in the accounting and 
financial audit, in order to identify the necessary reforms for the improvement of the financial reporting in the 
private sector. The recommendations resulted from this assessment were included in a Report on the 
Observance of Standards and Norms (ROSC) on accounting and auditing, published in May 9, 2003 and in the 
Report issued in December 2008. 
After consulting the Report on the Observance of Standards and Norms (ROSC), elaborated by the World 
Bank experts in 2008, on the financial audit segment, Laptes and Popa, 2011, noted the following 
shortcomings:  
• The Emergency Ordinance no. 90/2008 on the statutory audit introduced a system of public oversight by the 
establishment of the Public Oversight Board of the Statutory Audit Activity (CSPAAS), which will have to 
undertake external quality assurance for the statutory auditors and the audit firms that audit public interest 
entities; 
• Although the CECCAR and CAFR professional bodies have changed in the recent years the governing 
principles, the agreements and the governance practices, they are not fully understood or known.  
• Particular attention should be paid to the program of quality assurance and review, initiated by CAFR in 
2003: the department of monitoring and professional competence activates with 7 hired persons (5 
inspectors and 2 assistant inspectors) under the responsibility of an authorized inspector. The inspectors 
were intensively trained on the IFRS and ISA issues by experts from the Institute of Chartered Accountants 
of Scotland (ICAS). However, the work quality reviews take, on average, only one or two days and are 
conducted by inspectors who don’t have significant experience in auditing. Two of the inspectors are 
students of ACCA (Association of Chartered Certified Accountants) and the other five are qualified 
financial auditors. Although the inspectors from the CAFR monitoring department have received adequate 
training, their minimal professional experience as auditors, is a shortcoming that can’t be neglected. The 
lack of practical experience in auditing could affect their ability to review the audit working papers, 
especially when reviewing the audit working papers for banks or insurance companies. Furthermore, the 
average time allocated to the review and quality assurance activities in the field of the financial audit varies 
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from one to two days. The period of time for the individual controls must be extended significantly for a 
better quality review of the audit work performed by the auditors: 
• The small number of specialists in accounting and financial audit, as required by IFRS, is doubled by a lack 
of skilled graduates in accounting. Therefore, there is a clear need for the Romanian universities to 
demonstrate their ability to produce graduates able to meet new market requirements; 
• The consultation process for issuing the accounting and auditing regulations could be improved. In 
Romania, there is a lack in terms of implementing an effective process of consultation with those who 
prepare the financial statements, the auditors and the users of financial statements. It is possible that the 
consultation process is not efficient as long as the entities feel that their opinion does not influence the body 
that regulates and supervises their activity; 
• In Romania, both the CAFR and CECCAR independently translated all the ISA and the IFAC Code of 
Ethics in the relative context of their own activities. A single quality translation of the ISA and the IFAC 
Code of Ethics for Romania would reduce the confusion about the source and availability of the applicable 
standards and would eliminate the differences of terminology that may exist in the multiple translations.  
• Although the auditors are the subject to some civil, disciplinary, administrative and criminal sanctions, in 
Romania legal actions against auditors were not initiated. 
4. The evolution of financial audit market in Romania 
In order to analyze the dynamics of the supply of financial audit services in Romania, we consulted the 
annual activity reports published on the CAFR site at www.cafr.ro. We specify that the offer of financial audit 
shall be conducted both by individuals and legal entities in their quality of members of CAFR. After consulting 
the yearly reports issued by CAFR, we found out that, in Romania, the evolution of financial audit supply 
during 2001-2012 is the following: 
 
Table 1. The dynamics of financial audit supply in Romania during 2001-2012 
 
Year 
Individuals  Companies 
Active Growth rate Non active Total Existing Growth rate 
2001 944 - 365 1309 121 - 
2002 1213 1.28 265 1478 303 2.5 
2003 1247 1.02 275 1522 458 1.51 
2004 1274 1.02 256 1530 481 1.05 
2005 1277 1.00 290 1567 623 1.29 
2006 1465 1.15 297 1762 688 1.10 
2007 1927 1.31 390 2317 805 1.17 
2008 2203 1.14 446 2649 875 1.08 
2009 2706 1.22 458 3164 814 0.93 
2010 3134 1.16 557 3691 893 1.09 
2011 3431 1.09 615 4046 951 1.06 
2012 4251 1.24 670 4921 973 1.02 
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From the above disclosed information, it can be easily seen that, during 2001-2012, the offer of audit 
services in Romania has experienced significant growth throughout the period under review: if at the level of 
individual auditors the increase is of 3.7 times, for the companies that provide financial audit services the 
growth is even more important in the last 12 years, registering an increase of 8 times. As regards the audit 
supply evolution on the segment of active individuals, during 2001-2012, in Romania, there was an increase in 
the number of auditors of 4.5 times, amid an increased demand for audit services.  
From the dates shown in Table no. 1, we can see that the growth rate of financial audit supply in the active 
individuals area has the highest values in 2007, when the number of active auditors increased by 31% 
compared to 2006, significant increases occurring, in order of their importance, as follows:  
• an increase of 28% in 2002 compared to 2001; 
• an increase of 24% in 2012 compared to 2011; 
• an increase of 22% in 2009 compared to 2008. 
Insignificant increases in the number of individual active auditors were registered during 2003-2005. As for 
the number of individual non active auditors during 2001-2012, we find a significant increase of 83%. It is 
interesting that the share of non active financial auditors in total individual auditors decreased significantly in 
the analyzed period, from 27.8% in 2001 to 13.6% in 2012. 
Regarding the audit supply dynamics in Romania, on the economic entity segment, we found the following: 
• The most significant increase occurred in 2002, when there was an increase by 2.5 times compared to 2001 
in the number of companies providing financial audit services, due to the opening of Romanian accounting 
towards the IASB referential; 
• Significant increases in the number of economic entities that provide financial audit services were recorded 
in 2003 and 2005, as follows: if in 2003 the number of entities increased by 51% compared with 2002, in 
2005 was an increase in the number of companies that provide financial audit services by 29% compared to 
2004; 
• There was a slight increase in the number of audit companies in 2004, 2008, 2011 and 2012, as follows: 5% 
in 2004 compared to 2003, 8% in 2008 compared to 2007, 6% in 2011 compared to 2010 and only 2% in 
2012 compared with 2011; 
• 2009 is the only year within 2001 to 2012 when, in Romania, the number of audit companies decreased by 
7% compared to the previous year (2008). 
We must underline that the audit services offer in Romania followed the demand, which in its turn has 
increased substantially in the recent years. As shown by Danescu, 2007, the number of economic entities that 
were required by law to audit the financial statements grown from only 197 in 2001 to 2,402 in 2005. 
Therefore, the significant increase in the supply of financial audit took place in Romania, primarily due to 
increased demand for audit services. Right from the early years of financial audit the implementation in the 
Romanian economic reality, the demand for financial audit services grew explosively: only in 2001-2005, the 
number of companies that requested financial audits increased by 12.2 times. 
Through the work of CAFR, the determination the management of this professional body related to rigor 
imposed at the accession to profession examinations can be observed. For example, the admission sessions that 
took place in 2009, the graduation rates were only 51.7% and 56%. Especially in recent years, CAFR 
continuously strengthened and developed itself in number, but mainly in respect of job performance. By the 
end of 2012, CAFR had 4,251 registered individual members, 973 corporate members and 1,750 trainees. 
5. Conclusions  
Although in Romania the official recognition of financial audit practices lately occurred, in 1999, we 
consider that the profession development is absolutely necessary, in terms that the certification of accounting 
information disclosed in the financial statements is a normal requirement, especially because this information 
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acquires a substantial economic and social stake. The analysis of the financial audit market dynamics in 
Romania, during 2001-2012, showed a significant increase both in the supply and the demand for financial 
audit services. Considering the achieved progresses, in the next period it is important for CAFR to significantly 
improve the monitoring team and the quality assurance system. In this respect, in Romania, a Strategy for 
public oversight of statutory audit activity was developed in 2010, initiated by the Public Oversight Board of 
the Statutory Audit Activity (CSPAAS), a body set up in 2008 by the transposition of Directive 2006/43 / EC. 
CSPAAS main strategic objective is to promote and monitor the increase of public confidence in the statutory 
audit of annual financial statements and consolidated financial statements. 
As shown in ROSC Report drafted by the World Bank experts in 2008, in Romania, although there is some 
progress compared to 2003, the system of quality assurance and the enforcement mechanisms for general 
purpose financial statements and audit requirements still remain insufficient. Although the quality assurance 
adopted by CAFR is operational, the monitoring team that includes five professional auditors lacks experience 
and professional skills in auditing, especially in respect of the financial sector. 
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